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The spring season is a rebirth. Last spring I hoped the worst of the recession was behind us and the
stimulus would help turn around our industry. Well, not all things happen the way we want and we
cannot predict the future with certainty.
As a new spring approaches there are some bright spots on the horizon but there are still many
concerns about a recovery. 
The Boston Globe just did an article on the "10 top spots to live". They listed towns that have
retained home values throughout this last recession. Almost all these towns have some common
factors: they had a strong sense of community; they are well managed, which attract professionals
and families; most have good access to transportation and jobs. The outstanding thing is that these
places have seen little decrease in home values sine the price peak in 2005. Most of these are now
seeing an increase in median price from that peak. So there are some bright spots on the horizon.
The National Association of Home Builders have published data that suggests the market has hit
bottom, at least in the Northeast, and may even be showing signs of improvement. The inventory in
the Boston area is lower than it has been in years and some homes are even selling for above
asking price. This is not to say it is a seller's market, but if you own real estate you need to sell, it is
a better time than in the past year or so. The NAHB feels that we will see almost no increase in
home values for 2010, with possibly an increase in 2011. This is another sign of hope for all in the
industry.
The impact of this recession has hit almost all of us and is spread across many industries. The
commercial and multi-family real estate market has been slower to react during these times, so
things there are not too hopeful. Retail stores are continuing to be closed, businesses are still left
with vacant or excess office space and rental revenues are down. The rent for space in most office
buildings has seen a drop over the last year as leases came up for renewal and tenants cut back on
their space, consolidated offices or closed branches. The commercial owners are also dealing with
financing issues as many mortgages were written for short periods and are coming up for renewal.
The rents do not always justify the mortgage and many lenders are not in a position to renew
without additional equity. This is a looming issue and its impact on all of us is unknown at this time.
I did a small survey of our clients to see if they had hope for this year. A few are still too deep in their
financing issues to see much good in the immediate future, others are upbeat and looking at new
projects, and then others are simply working hard to get through these difficult times. The outlook
depends on where they were on their projects when everything came to a halt in 2009. One client
has adjusted his prices, updated his products, worked with his lenders, and is seeing results. His
inventory is down, he has better traffic and sales at his sites, and is paying down his debt. Things
are not all rosy for him, but he sees improvement and feels he will get through this recession.



Another had been conservative in the number of projects, never leveraged his properties too heavily
and is very upbeat. His feeling is, with no new projects having come into the pipeline in the last year
or more, other projects selling down their inventory, and buyers who have been sitting on the
sidelines for so long, we are posed for a strong recovery. He has a couple ongoing small projects
with strong demand in top communities and is looking for new projects to bring online in 2011. There
are still developers who are in trouble and have been barely hanging on. If this market improves for
them, they may just make it through, but for many it is still a scary time.
The recovery seems to be happening, although not to strongly or consistently for us here in the
Northeast. It is a changed market, which will reward those that can change with it. Buyers are more
concerned with quality, lasting value, and good location. They are buying for the product and how it
meets their needs and not for the profit they think they will make in a few years. They are looking at
quality of life issues. This may translate into a location giving them a shorter commute, better access
to stores, a more energy efficient home, smaller yard to take care of, or a different type of housing.
The product and community you envision must respond to these goals if you want to attract buyers.
You cannot go back to business as usual and expect buyers to come to your project. Remember, it
is still a buyer's market and will probably remain that way for the immediate future.
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